《The Mysterious CEO》
115 Unspeakable rule between father and son...
Afterwards, Lu Lan went to their penthouse, Madam Si wanted her to come along with
them to the Old Mansion, but she rejected. She wanted to spend some time alone.
Lu Lan knew that Si Li didn't marry to her after seeing her social status because even
before their marriage Lu Lan was an average and weak girl. She only had the name of
Lus and nothing more than that.
Even how to be an elegant woman of the aristocratic family, she had learned after
coming in Si Family. Madam Si had personally taught her.
Even her level of confidence and her business management skills were also increased
with the help of Si Li.
Si Li had changed her into a new Lu Lan and he had done those things for her because
he loved her. So he wouldn't leave her, even after learning the truth that she was an
illegitimate child.
Lu Lan knew this thing, still, she wanted to hear from him that he wouldn't leave her,
no matter what would have happened.
Sadly, he was no here and she would have to wait for him fourteen days or even more
because she knew, from the past experience that Si Li wouldn't come early before the
decided period.

Yesterday was a very exhausting day for her,as soon as, she reached her bedroom, she
fell in sleep. By the time, she woke up it was dinner time. After having the shower she
went downstairs and to her surprise, Little Champ was already in the living room.
When Little Champ heard her footsteps, he immediately ran towards her and extended
his little arms upwards indicating to pick him up.
Lu Lan immediately picked him up in her arms and kissed him on his cheeks and
hugged him tightly and whispered: "Thank you".
She really needed someone and luckily Little Champ came here.

Tears formed in the corner of her eyes, but she held back because she didn't want to
make upset the little bun by crying in front of him.
...
When Little Champ reached Old Mansion after his class, from the looks of everyone's
face, he understood that something was wrong and his mommy was not even here.
Even though, she promised that after two days she would come to pick him up.
He understood that something must have happened to her, so he insisted to go back to
the penthouse. Seeing Little Champ's special nature, everyone fulfilled his wish, so Si
Yan dropped him off to the penthouse.
…
Lu Lan didn't have the appetite, but Si Yan had mentioned to Little Champ that Lu Lan
hadn't eaten anything since the last night. Therefore Little Champ insisted her to have
dinner andLu Lan also included in that everyone, so she had to fulfil his wish.
As there was an unspeakable rule between the father and son that if one was not here
with Lu Lan, the other person would take care of her.
After dinner, mother and son pair slept together, Lu Lan told him a lot of stories as a
compensation for the last three days.
…
In an unknown warehouse in the USA
A man worn a black suit, was sitting on the chair behind the desk and watching the
news on the television.
His expression wasn't looking good, his silver colour hairs were messy and his suit
was wrinkled. He held a cigar in one hand and a bottle of beer in another.
It was the night time, the warehouse was in the abandoned area. Apart from that man,
there were several men having guns in their hands and they were scattered across the
warehouse and all of them were in the alert mode as if someone was going to attack on
them.
[ABC Express: At 4 AM, 10 warehouses were destroyed in the bomb blast at the same
time. According to the investigation, the large amount of drugs and weapons were
destroyed in the bomb blast and more than 100 people, who were working at that time
have died in the bomb blast. According to the police officer, these warehouses were

controlled by the USA Mafia and the estimated amount of drugs and weapons are 10
billion dollars.]
[According to the investigation, these warehouses are registered under the name of Mr
Jack. Mr Jack is the president of an import and export company under the name of'Sea
World'. Currently, police have issued the arrest warrant against Mr Jack and they are
searching for Mr Jack.]

